Loops in surfaces associated with topological features such as handles and tunnels are important entities in many applications including surface parameterization, feature identification, and topological simplification. Recently, a persistent homology based algorithm has been proposed to compute them. The algorithm has several advantages including its simplicity, combinatorial nature and independence from computing other extra structures. In this paper, we propose changes to this loop computation algorithm based on some novel observations. These changes reduce the computation time of the algorithm dramatically. In particular, our experimental results show that the suggested changes achieve considerable speed up for large data sets without sacrificing loop qualities.
Introduction
Computations of meaningful non-trivial loops in surfaces is a fundamental problem that crops up in various applications such as surface parameterization [2, 16, 17, 22] , feature identification [1, 4, 9, 20] , topological repair and simplification [5, 18, 24, 25] . As a result, considerable amount of research has been devoted in recent years to compute such loops [9, 13, 14, 15, 27] .
In most applications, the loops should be linked to the topology of the surface and be small in size. To this goal, Dey, Li, Sun, and Cohen-Steiner [10] recently proposed a persistencebased algorithm to compute a special class of loops called handle and tunnel loops. This class of loops introduced in [9] captures the intuitive notion of 'handles' and 'tunnels' in a shape.
To be more precise, let M denote a connected closed surface sitting in R
3
. The handle and tunnel loops in M are defined in terms of the first homology group of M and its embeddings in R 3 . One can intuitively think that a loop is a handle loop if it bounds a disk in the interior of M whereas it is a tunnel loop if it bounds a disk in the exterior of M. Figure 1 shows such loops in a 3D model Kitten and an iso-surface Atom.
Persistent homology introduced by Edelsbrunner, Letscher, and Zomorodian [12] perfectly fits the definition of handle and tunnel loops. Consequently, they could be computed with the persistence algorithm easily. Dey et al. [10] brought geometry into the loop computation by incorporating geodesic distances into the persistence algorithm. Of course, the output loops may not be optimal geometrically, but they are small as empirical results confirm. One advantage of the persistencebased algorithm is that it is mostly combinatorial in nature and thereby avoids costly, error-prone numerical computations. Furthermore, unlike many previous methods, this algorithm does not require computing any extra data structures such as Reeb graphs [4, 6, 21] , medial axes [25] , or curve skeletons [9] .
In the persistence algorithm, a core component is a simplex pairing algorithm which pairs simplices from an ordered sequence of simplices called filtration of a simplicial complex [12, 26] . This Pairing algorithm is used in [10] to compute handle and tunnel loops. A simplex is called either positive if it creates a cycle or negative if it destroys a cycle when it is added according to the order in the filtration. A negative p-simplex σ is always paired with a unique positive (p − 1)-simplex σ where σ kills a (p − 1)-cycle created by σ . Suppose that a surface complex M along with complexes that tessellate its interior and exterior volumes are given. Denote the union of the surface and volume complexes as K. A handle or tunnel loop is obtained when a volume triangle in K \ M is paired with a pos-itive edge in M. The authors in [10] propose two refinements to make the handle and tunnel loops geometry-aware. More details about this algorithm are given in Section 4.
Contribution: In this paper, we revisit the persistence-based method of [10] for speed up. We make some important observations (Section 5.1.1) in the persistence algorithm and several other changes (Sections 5.2 and 5.1.2) that allow us to achieve a considerable improvement in computation time. In particular, our proposed modifications make the persistence based algorithm scalable to large data without sacrificing loop qualities. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we briefly introduce homology based on which the handle and tunnel loops in closed surfaces are defined.
Section 3 describes the concepts of filtration and the Pairing algorithm in the theory of persistent homology [12] .
Section 4 introduces the algorithm of [10] for computing handle and tunnel loops which consists of two main stages: geodesic computation for the volume simplices and loop computation using the Pairing algorithm [10] .
In Section 5, we propose methods to improve the performance of each stage. We make a key observation based on which a modified Pairing algorithm and a new ordering of surface simplices in the filtration accelerate the loop computation dramatically. We also propose a method for estimating the geodesic size of the volume simplices for speed up.
We validate our claim of improvements with experimental results in Section 6. We finally draw conclusions in Section 7.
Handle and Tunnel Loops
The handle and tunnel loops in a closed surface are defined by the one dimensional homology group of the surface and its embedding in R 3 . We first review some basic facts about homology groups. For more detailed exposition, interested readers are referred to Hatcher [19] .
Homology
Homology groups are algebraic structures that can be used to distinguish spaces that have different topology. In other words, homology groups are topological invariant of a space [19] . In our case, we will deal with spaces that are simplicial complexes. So, we review simplicial homology here. Let K denote a simplicial complex. To define the homology groups of K, we need chain groups and cycle groups of K as defined below.
A k-chain is a finite linear combination of k-simplices. In this paper, we assume that the coefficient ring used for this combination is Z 2 , that is, coefficients are either 0 or 1. For example, c = σ 1 + σ 2 + σ 3 is a 2-chain where σ i 's are triangles. Notice that a simplex σ added to itself gives 0, that is, σ + σ = 0. The set of all k-chains forms a chain group C k under addition. The boundary of a k-simplex σ , denoted as ∂ k σ , is the sum of its
where the hat indicates that v i is dropped. The boundary operator on k-simplices extends to the boundary operator of k-chains by linearity, that is, for a k-chain c
if its boundary is empty and a k-boundary if it is the boundary of a (k + 1)-chain. Let Z k and B k denote the set of all k-cycles and k-boundaries respectively. It is easy to derive that B k is a subgroup of Z k which, in turn, is a subgroup of C k . The kth homology group of K, denoted as H k (K), is the quotient group Z k /B k . The rank of the homology group H k (K) is called the kth Betti number. Homology groups can also be defined for other topological spaces which are not necessarily simplicial. This is the study of singular homology [19] . In this paper, we will use H k (X) to denote the kth homology group of X whether X is simplicial or not.
In this work, the space we will be interested in is a surface M embedded in R 3 and the subspaces of R 3 bounded by M. We are interested in loops in M which represent class of 1-cycles in the one dimensional homology group H 1 (M).
Definitions
Let M be a connected closed surface in R 3 . Its genus g is the maximum number of disjoint simple loops whose removal does not disconnect M. The closed surface M separates R 3 into two parts: inside space I and outside space O.
The handle and tunnel loops in M are defined as follows [9] . 
Definition 2. A loop in M is a tunnel loop if the homology class carried by it is trivial (identity) in
The following theorem says that the generating basis of handle and tunnel loops exist for any closed surface [9] . 
The handle and tunnel loops are also well defined in a simplicial 2-complex M that represents (homeomorphic to) M. In this case, the loops are constrained to the 1-skeleton of M.
Persistent Homology
Persistent homology is a concept by which we can study the growth history of the topological features of a space as the space grows. In a discretized set-up, this growth can be implemented by a filtration of a simplicial complex. The persistence algorithm by Edelsbrunner, Letscher, and Zomorodian [12] , which has also a root in size theory [3, 23] , lets us record the birth and death of the topological features in terms of the homology groups as one proceeds through the filtration. We formalize and describe the method below. Let K be a simplicial complex. A filtration of K is defined as a nested sequence of simplicial complexes K i where
As simplices are added to go from K i to K i+1 , some topological features may appear or disappear. The longer a feature stays over the filtration, the more persistent it is. For our purpose of computing loops, we only care about how the first homology group of K, H 1 (K), changes over the filtration.
Pairing Algorithm
Assume that we add one simplex at a time, that is,
we have an ordered sequence of simplices σ 0 , σ 1 , ..., σ n filtering the complex K = n i=0 {σ i }. All lower dimensional faces of a simplex are added before the simplex is added. For example, all three vertices and edges of a triangle are added before the triangle is added. For a simplex σ in the filtration we use t(σ ) to denote the time it is added into the filtration, that is, t(σ ) = i if σ = σ i in the filtration order. We say σ is younger than σ if t(σ ) > t(σ ).
We already mentioned that, as simplices are added, cycles are created or destroyed. If addition of a p dimensional simplex σ creates a p-cycle, then σ is called a positive p-simplex. Otherwise, σ must kill a (p − 1)-cycle in which case it is called a negative p-simplex. The theory of persistent homology says that a negative p-simplex σ is always paired with a unique positive (p − 1)-simplex σ where σ kills a (p − 1)-cycle created by σ . This pairing can be detected by a Pairing algorithm which works as follows. The algorithm expands a (p−1)-cycle c starting from the boundary of σ . At any generic step, it checks if the youngest (p − 1)-simplex σ in c is already paired or not. If it is not, σ is detected as a negative simplex pairing with σ . Otherwise, σ , which is guaranteed to be a positive simplex, must have been associated with a (p − 1)-cycle c in which its pair found it. We add c to c. The process continues until either σ finds its pair or the resulting cycle is empty. In the latter case, σ is a positive simplex. The pseudo-code of the Pairing algorithm is described in Procedure 1. In our case, handle and tunnel loops are chosen from the loops killed by negative 2-simplices. σ is negative p-simplex killing c and pairing with d 10: else 11: σ is positive p-simplex 12: end if
Computing Handle and Tunnel Loops
Dey et al [10] proposed a persistence-based algorithm to compute handle and tunnel loops in closed surfaces such as 3D triangle meshes or iso-surfaces from volume data. Let the input surface M be presented as a simplicial 2-complex M. To apply the persistence algorithm, we assume M sitting in R 3 and tessellating its convex hull by a complex K. We need that M be a subcomplex of K. In this way, we have an explicit simplicial representation of I M and O M . We generate K which provides the triangulation of I M and O M by using DelPSC [7] software on 3D triangle meshes. For the case of iso-surfaces, they are obtained almost freely, see [10] .
We will need only vertices, edges, and triangles of K. In other words, only the 2-skeleton of K is relevant to our algorithm. Let I ⊂ K and O ⊂ K denote the 2-complexes whose edges and triangles lie in I and O respectively. Notice that edges and triangles of I and O are not in M. We call these edges and triangles volume edges and volume triangles to distinguish them from those in M. Figure 2 shows the the volume edges and triangles for Botijo. For computing handle and tunnel loops, a filtration of K is built from a sequence of simplices up to dimension two in K. The topological algorithm basically runs in two steps.
• In step one, we first add all the vertices in M, then the edges. The Pairing algorithm finds all positive and negative edges in M. All triangles in M are then added to pair with the positive edges. Some positive edges in M are left unpaired. Let U denote the set of the unpaired edges after this step.
• In step two, we first add volume edges from I and O, then the volume triangles. A handle (tunnel) loop is generated when a negative triangle from I (O) is paired with an unpaired edge in U.
It has been proved that the loops obtained in this way are topologically correct handle and tunnel loops [10] . The authors also propose the following two refinements to make the loops geometry-aware.
• For a negative triangle from I or O, the Pairing algorithm expands a loop till it reaches an unpaired edge in U. To get geometrically better loops, the expanding loop is declared a handle (tunnel) loop when it lies completely in the surface M for the first time even if it has not reached the unpaired edge.
• Each time a handle or tunnel loop is generated, a cross section of the volume bounded by M gets filled. To get loops of small size, small cross sections should get filled first. To this end, the volume triangles are associated with geodesic size (see definition in Section 5.2) and then are added in increasing order of the geodesic size into the filtration.
The algorithm of [10] is simple and runs fast in general, but we show in Section 5 that this algorithm could be made much more efficient with some novel changes. In particular, these modifications make the algorithm scalable without sacrificing accuracy.
Speed Up
Authors in [10] reported the timing of their algorithm in two parts: geodesic size computation and persistence-based loop computation. Table 1 shows the timings of these two steps 1 . We see that the time for large models could take several hours. We propose techniques that speed up each stage quite substantially.
Accelerating Loop Computation
A handle or tunnel loop is generated once a negative volume triangle in K \ M is paired with an unpaired edge in U. All handle and tunnel loops are obtained once all edges in U are paired with the corresponding negative volume triangles. The Pairing algorithm is thus required to run on each volume triangle. Therefore, any improvement in the pairing procedure makes a substantial improvement in total computation time.
We make a key observation in the Pairing algorithm in Section 5.1.1 based on which a modification of this algorithm is made for the volume triangles. We also make another observation in Section 5.1.2 which suggests a particular filtration of the surface simplices as opposed to the arbitrary filtration proposed in [10] . The new surface filtration together with the modified Pairing algorithm speed up the loop computation enormously as confirmed by our experiments.
Observation
Given a volume triangle σ , each iteration of the while loop in the Pairing algorithm actually expands the loop c, with initial c = ∂ 2 σ being the boundary of the triangle. This expansion becomes more time consuming if more iterations are needed.
Notice that if a volume triangle σ is positive, c eventually becomes empty, resulting in a waste of time spent on expanding 1 All experiments in this paper are done on a DELL machine which has Intel Xeon CPU 2.66GHz and 4G Memory. c. Although statistically positive volume triangles only account for roughly 5% of all the volume triangles in K \ M, the accumulated wasted time becomes high especially on larger models. We observe that, if a positive volume triangle σ could be detected early during the expansion process, we could exit the Pairing procedure earlier.
Data
Recall that t(σ ) denote the time stamp of the simplex σ when it is added to the filtration. Let d be the youngest edge in loop c, i.e., t(d) is the largest among all edges in c. Since the youngest edge in c must be positive, d is positive. Let u be the oldest edge in U, that is, t(u) is the smallest among all unpaired edges in U. We have the following observation.
Observation 1. If t(d) < t(u) at any point of time during the expansion of c, σ is positive.

Proof 1. We prove that c would be eventually empty when t(d) < t(u) is verified at any point of the loop expansion process. This implies that σ is positive. Assume that c / 0 in the end. Then, σ is a negative triangle and it is paired with a positive edge, say d . The edge d must be the youngest edge in c when it was discovered. In each iteration of the loop expansion process, the youngest edge in a new loop is no more younger than that of the previous loop. This means t(d ) ≤ t(d). But, d being an edge in U satisfies t(u) ≤ t(d ) since u is the oldest unpaired surface edge. This implies t(u) ≤ t(d), contradicting the assumption that t(d) < t(u).
Based on this observation, we modify the Pairing procedure for volume triangles so that less iterations are made in the 
Ordering Surface Simplices for the Filtration
The observation given in Section 5.1.1 leads us to think that if we could make all the edges in U as young as possible among all surface edges in the filtration, we could save more time in Procedure 2. To reach this goal, we give a method of creating a new filtration for simplices in the surface.
For simplicity, let us suppose that M has only one component and it is closed. In the topological algorithm [10] , surface simplices are added in arbitrary order except that a simplex is added only if its lower dimensional boundary simplices appear earlier in the filtration. For instance, a triangle is added only after its vertices and edges are added.
When a surface edge is added, the Pairing algorithm decides whether it is positive or negative. Each positive edge generates a cycle lying in the 1-skeleton of M. All surface triangles are added next to pair with the positive edges, with each pair (e,t) corresponding to the fact that the negative triangle t kills the cycle generated by the positive edge e. After processing all surface triangles, if M has genus g, then 2g unpaired edges are left and saved in U. In order to make the edges in U as young as possible, we propose the following strategy to get a filtration for the surface simplices.
Given an arbitrary triangle τ ∈ M, we expand a simplicial 2-complex M τ maintaining the invariant that M τ is a topological disk all the time. We stop when no more triangle can be added to M τ without violating the topological disk condition. Notice that this triangle-by-triangle exploration of the surface is similar to the one used in [11, 16] though the end results are different since our conditions for growth are slightly different. We grow M τ by adding a triangle σ from M \ M τ to M τ . Before adding σ , we add each of its three vertices unless it is already in M τ and then similarly each of its edges. The criteria for choosing σ are as follows:
• σ should be adjacent to the boundary (expanding frontier) of M τ .
• M τ remains a topological disk after the addition of σ .
The second criterion can be verified easily by checking the Euler number of M τ which is given by the alternating sum of the number of vertices, edges and triangles in M τ . The Euler number should remain 1 after adding σ and its sub-simplices for M τ to remain a topological disk. Figure 3 shows the expansion of M τ on Pegasus. We have the following observation which is key to claim that unpaired edges are pushed late in the surface filtration. 
Proof 2. We prove it by induction on the number of triangles in
For the base case when M τ contains only one triangle τ, • τ and e 3 τ from M \ M τ (light yellow) to M τ generate a non-trivial cycle in M τ ∪ {e 2 µ , e 3 µ , µ}. 2g unpaired edges (red) after step one of the topological algorithm are all located in M \ M τ and are all younger than the edges in M τ .
Let M τ denote the maximal expanded surface, i.e., addition of any new triangle µ and its edges e 1 µ , e 2 µ , and e 3 µ to M τ violates the Euler number criterion for expansion. It can be easily verified that, to violate the Euler number condition, there must be exactly two edges, say e 2 µ and e 3 µ of µ, which are not in M τ yet. This is illustrated by the upper right picture in Figure 5. A new non-trivial cycle in M τ ∪ {e 2 µ , e 3 µ , µ} is generated by adding µ and its boundary edges e 2 µ and e 3 µ . This means one of these two edges, say e 2 µ , will be the first (oldest) unpaired edge in U. Adding all simplices from M \ M τ to M τ generates 2g unpaired edges in U. Notice that all edges in U are in M\M τ . All of them except for e 2 µ itself have time stamps larger than t(e 2 µ ). Since M τ covers most edges in M, this expansion method makes the edges in U younger than most of the edges in M. Figure 5 shows the edges in U in Mother.
Using the filtration of M τ and applying the modified Pairing algorithm on the volume triangles provide huge speed up as verified by the experimental results in Section 6.
Geodesic Size Estimation
Adding volume triangles in increasing order of the geodesic size helps generate geometrically small loops. However, exact calculation of the geodesic size for all the volume triangles becomes increasingly demanding as the input size becomes larger. As Table 1 shows, the number of triangles in K \ M is roughly five times of those in M. In this section, we present an approximation scheme to estimate the geodesic size of the volume triangles fast. Our experimental results in Section 6 show that a good approximation can effectively reduce the computation time while preserving the loop qualities.
According to [10] , a volume triangle t has a geodesic size defined as g(t) = max e∈t g(e), where e is an edge of t and g(e) is the geodesic size of e defined as follows. Figure 6 shows the geodesic for an outside volume triangle of iso-surface Atom. Since the computation of the geodesics for the volume triangles requires computing the same for the volume edges, the computation time depends on the number of volume edges, or the size of the set {(v i , v j )|v i and v j are end vertices of a volume edge}. We can cut down the geodesic computation time by reducing the cardinality of this set. For this purpose, we first compute a subsample S of the vertices in M. We then divide the vertices in M into groups, with all vertices in a group having the same closest sample point in S. Let e, a , and b be defined as before, and let a and b in S be the closest samples to a and b respectively. Then g(e) can be approximated by the geodesic distance between a and b in M.
We use a parameter δ to control the density of the subsample. Starting from an arbitrary vertex v 0 in M, we build S incrementally using the following Procedure 3. 
Results
We tested our new method on the data sets in Table 1 , and the new timings are shown in Table 2 . The handle and tunnel loops in the new models that are not used by [10] are shown in Figure 9 . Table 2 : Geod and Loop columns show the new times for geodesic size computation and loop computation respectively. G-ratio and L-ratio columns show the speed up ratios of these two computations compared with the original method given in [10] . The ratios in the G-ratio column are obtained by choosing a good subsample density that preserves good loop qualities for each model.
Data Geod G-ratio Loop L-ratio
For the loop computation, the speed up ratios are very prominent on large models such as Hip, Children, Gearbox, and Colon as seen from Table 2 . However, the gain is not so dramatic for iso-surfaces. One reason is that the loop computation in an iso-surface is generally much faster than that in a 3D model of similar size as reported in [10] . Another possible reason is that the unpaired edges in U for iso-surfaces are already very young even without any special ordering of the surface simplices. Table 3 : Each S i and G-r i column pair show the percentage of the sample points on each model and the corresponding speed up ratio of the geodesic size computation respectively.
For the geodesic size computation, different subsample densities result in different speed up ratios as shown on some selected models in Table 3 . The loop qualities are also influenced by subsamplings as shown by an example in Figure 10 . Naturally, the denser the subsample is, the smaller is the speed up ratio for the geodesic computation and the lesser is the effect on loop qualities.
Conclusion
We have revisited a persistence-based method for fast computation of handle and tunnel loops recently proposed in [10] . Specifically, the loop computation is accelerated by designing a new surface filtration and applying a modified persistence algorithm on volume triangles. We use geodesic estimation to speed up the geodesic size computation. The software called HanTun has been released from authors' web pages [8] .
Our experiments show that the computed loops are small and perhaps are very close to optimal. It would be nice to prove that the computed loops do approximate the optimal loops in some sense. Currently, we are focusing our research on this aspect.
